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Abstract This paper addresses the problem of grapheme
to phoneme conversion to create a pronunciation dictionary
from a vocabulary of the most frequent words in European
Portuguese. A system based on a mixed approach funded on
a stochastic model with embedded rules for stressed vowel
assignment is described. The implemented model can gener-
ate pronunciations from unrestricted words; however, a dic-
tionary with the 40k most frequent words was constructed
and corrected interactively. The dictionary includes homo-
graphs with multiplepronunciations. The vocabulary was
defined using the CETEMPúblico corpus. The model and
dictionary are publicly available.
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1 Introduction

The grapheme to phone(me)1 conversion (G2P), also called
letter-to-sound conversion, maps a written text into a string
of symbols which represent the speech sounds exactly and
unequivocally. Several frameworks have been proposed to
tackle the G2P conversion, among which linguistically rule-
based modules [18] and statistical approaches [10] can be
mentioned. Mainly in the languages in which orthography
is roughly phonologically based, such as the Portuguese
and other Romanic Languages, linguistic rule-based systems
should provide a good coverage of the association between
letters and sounds [6,25,29]. However, probably no natural
human-language satisfies this assumption exactly, because
exceptions from the G2P conversion can be found perhaps in
every language. The most common irregularity covers situa-
tions when the association between grapheme and phoneme
is not quite one-to-one but can be, to some extent, ambigu-
ous and greatly dependent on the neighbor-contexts.To deal
with this problem, rule-based systems have been adopted
along with a list of exceptions to cover the unruled situations.
But this solution turns the development and the maintenance
of the system very complex, hard and tiresome. Moreover,
the rule-based G2P is more likely to make mistakes for new
words. In contrast to the rule-based systems outlined above, a
number of authors have addressed the G2P conversion from
a stochastic perspective. This approach to G2P conversion is
based on the idea that using pronunciation examples it could
be possible to predict the pronunciation of unseen words by
analogy. This method was already implemented by [8] and

1 Phone(me) signifies either phone or phoneme. Since the studies on
the G2P often alternate between the terms phone and phoneme (as we
will see with more detail in the Sect. 4), here we propose a mixed term
just to highlight the problem.
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[2], among others, for Portuguese. In this paper, we use a
new statistical approach for which outstanding results have
been reported, named the joint-sequence model, [5]. In this
model, graphemes and phonemes are combined into a single
state, giving rise to “graphonemes”.

Although the joint-sequencemodel has shown to be a pow-
erful tool, we also shown in this paper that for the case of
the Portuguese language the determination of the stressed
vowel leads to a substantial improvement in the system per-
formance, as was also reported in [8]. Thus, we included
a linguistically rule-based pre-processing stage, for stress
assignment,which marks and disambiguates most of the pro-
nunciations.

Common errors in the conversion procedure occur with
the heterophonic homographs. Some theoretical frame-
works with experimental results were recently proposed,
e.g. [32,33] and [34] for European Portuguese (EP); and
[35–38] and [39] for Brazilian Portuguese (BP). The study by
Braga andMarques [34] proposed algorithms to dealwith this
problem of the homograph ambiguity in EP, using a linguis-
tic rule-based methodology. Working with a part-of-speech
(PoS) parser to disambiguate homographs which belong to
different PoS, and a semantic analyser to disambiguate homo-
graphs that belong to the same PoS, the authors extended the
approach proposed in [35,36]. In fact, PoS categorization is
insufficient to disambiguate entries in a pronunciation dic-
tionary. Our solution consists in including PoS as well as
pronunciation information for each dictionary entry.

The vocabulary used to generatethe pronunciation dictio-
nary is in its previous form of the current “Acordo Ortográ-
fico” (AO).2 However, we think that this mixed-based G2P
can also achieve good performance for EP with the AO. The
inherent flexibility in dealing with the EP could be extended
to other Romanic languages, which make this an advanta-
geous approach.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, the joint-sequencemodel is briefly discussed. Section
3 presents how the vocabulary and dictionary were generated
whileSect. 4 describes the linguisticmodel. InSect. 5, experi-
mental results are presented and themethodologyused to deal
with the heterophonic homographs is explained in Sect. 6.
Then, the main conclusions are summarized and future work
directions are foreseen.

2 The “AcordoOrtográfico” or “AO” (Portuguese Language Ortho-
graphic Agreement) is an international treaty signed in 1990, with the
purpose of creating a unified orthography for the Portuguese language,
to be used by all the countries that have Portuguese as their official lan-
guage (see also http://www.portaldalinguaportuguesa.org/acordo.php

2 Joint-sequence model

Given a sequence of N graphemes defined by G =
G N

1 = {g1, g2, ..., gN }, the goal is to find a sequence of M
phonemes, F = F M

1 = { f1, f2, ..., fM }, that best describes
the phonetic transcriptionof the original sentence. The
statistical approach to this problem corresponds to the deter-
mination of the optimal sequence of phonemes, F∗, thatmax-
imizes the conditional probability of phonemes, F , given a
sequence of graphemes, G:

F∗ = argmax
F

P(F |G). (1)

It is difficult to determine F∗ directly by calculating P(F |G)

for all possible sequences F . However, using the Bayes the-
orem, we can rewrite the problem as:

F∗ = argmax
F

P(F |G) = arg max
F

{P(G|F).P(F)/P(G)}.
(2)

Since P(G) is common to all sequences F , the problem can
be simplified in the following way:

F∗ = argmax
F

P(G|F).P(F). (3)

Using a phonological dictionary, previously created, it is
possible to estimate P(G|F) and the a priori probability,
P(F), for all sequences F and G found in this dictionary.
The Markov-based approaches estimate a model for each
phoneme and use n-gram models to computeP(F). These
approaches model the dependency between graphemes and
phonemes and the dependency between phonemes, but do not
model dependencies between graphemes [12,17,28]. Due
to these constraints, other statistical approaches emerged
proposing joint probability models P(F,G) to determine
the optimal sequence of phonemes [4,14], directly using the
expression of the joint probability in (1) in place of the con-
ditional probability. In this approach, all the dependencies
present in the dictionaryweremodeled, resulting in improved
performances than those obtained by the other models.

2.1 Alignment between graphemes and phonemes

Some graphemes have a univocal correspondence with the
phonemes. However, for other graphemes the correspon-
dence to phonemes depends on several factors, such as the
grapheme context and the part-of-speech. There are also
caseswhere several graphemesmay lead to a single phoneme,
and where a single grapheme can lead to several phonemes.
All statistical approaches face this problem, being neces-
sary, during the training process, to segment and align the
two sequences (a phoneme sequence and the correspond-
ing grapheme sequence) with an equal number of segments.
The solution is not always trivial or unique and depends
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on how the alignment algorithms associate graphemes to
phonemes of a given word. Alignment can be classified as
follows [16]:

1) “one-to-one” Each grapheme relates with only one
phoneme (segments with one symbol only). A null sym-
bol (’_’) is used to deal with the cases in which a
grapheme can originate more than one phoneme (the
insertion of phonemes), or the cases where more than
one grapheme originates only one phoneme (the dele-
tion of phonemes). This alignment is easy to implement
using the Levenshtein algorithm [22]. In the literature,
these algorithms are called alignment “01-01” if inser-
tions and deletions of phonemes are allowed, or “1-01”
if only deletion of phonemes is allowed. This last case
corresponds to the alignment used in this work.

2) “many-to-many” The segments are composed of var-
ious symbols, which allow the association of several
graphemes to several phonemes. This alignment is more
generic and can be used without any prior knowledge of
mapping between graphemes and phonemes. It handles
insertions and deletions of phonemes without using any
special symbol. On the other hand, the resulting model is
more difficult to estimate and its performance is gener-
ally lower than the model with alignment “one-to-one”.
These alignments are also known as “n-to-m”.

2.2 Statistical model

After the alignment, the sequences of graphemes and
phonemes have the same number of segments. So, a new
entity, born from the association of a segment of graphemes
and phonemes can be defined, and is called “graphone(me)”
[4].A sequenceof Kgraphonemes is annotated as Q(F,G)=
{q1, q2, ..., qk}. Given a sequence of Kgraphonemes,
Q(F,G), rather than assuming independence between sym-
bols, the probability of the joint-sequence, P(Q(F,G)), can
be estimated using the so-called “n-grams” [5] (sequences
limited to n symbols).

2.3 Model estimation

The n-gram models are used to estimate the probability of
symbols knowing the previous n − 1 symbols (history). The
estimation of the probability of an n-gram is based on the
number of its occurrence. This probability is easy to compute,
but there is a problem in assigning a zero probability to the
n-grams not seen or with limited number of training exam-
ples. To overcome this limitation, it is necessary to model
unseen examples (using a discount) or uncommon examples
(using smoothing). Thus, a small probability mass must be
reserved from the most frequent n-grams to the absent or
uncommon n-grams. There are several proposed algorithms

to solve this problem of probability mass redistribution, such
as Good-Turing [15], Witten-Bell [31], Kneser-Ney [20],
Ney’s absolute discount [23] and Katz’s smoothing [19]. In
this work, we have adopted the algorithm implemented by
[13], which uses a modified version of Kneser-Ney algo-
rithm [9].

3 Pronunciation dictionary

In this work, we intend to create a pronunciation dictionary
from a given vocabulary. The vocabulary derives from the
CETEMPúblico corpus [26], that corresponds to a collec-
tion of newspaper extracts published from 1991 to 1998,
annotated in terms of sentences and containing 180 million
words in European Portuguese. The process of generating
the vocabulary starts by taking all the strings annotated as
words, which obey simultaneously to the following criteria:
(1) start with a letter ( a–z, A–Z, á–ú, Á–Ú); (2) do not con-
tain digits; (3) are not all upper case (e.g. acronyms); (4) do
not have the character ’.’ (e.g. URLs); (5) end with a letter
(e.g. not A4, UTF-8); (6) the corresponding lemmas do not
contain ‘=’ (e.g. compound nouns).

From the resulting list, we took the sub-list of words that
occur more than 70 times in the corpus, totaling about 50k
different words. Foreign words were then removed, using
an automatic criteria followed by manual verification. This
process results on a vocabulary of 41,586 words.

3.1 Transcription

The transcription of the vocabulary words is a result of an
iterative procedure. First, a statistical model was estimated,
as described in 2.2, using the SpeechDat pronunciation dic-
tionary [27]. This dictionary contains about 15k entries, from
which foreign words were deleted. Some SAMPA transcrip-
tions [30] were substituted according to the following direc-
tions: (1) we did not use the velar /l∼/ and the semivowels /j/
and /w/; and (2) some standardization in the pronunciations
was done, such as considering /6i/ as the pronunciation of all
< ei > grapheme sequences (e.g.<l eite> /l6it@/ and<alh
eia> /6L6i6/).

The result of applying the statistical model to CETEM-
Público vocabulary was fairly accurate, although with some
significant flaws.Then,we followeda longprocedure ofman-
ual verification and correction of the transcriptions. The next
step was to compare the transcriptions with other ones, gen-
erated by a commercial speech synthesizer. This comparison
allowed us to rely on our results since the majority of the
transcriptions agreed. All different transcriptions were ana-
lyzed one by one and we found that the transcriptions from
our dictionary were the right ones most of the times. This
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has led to the phonological transcription dictionary referred
to as “dic_CETEMP_40k”.

With the “dic_CETEMP_40k”, a new statistical model
was built. The test of this model on the training dictionary,
allowed us to correct some remaining errors as well as to
standardize and regularize some transcription procedures.
Throughout the development of this work, the dictionary had
been revised and corrected. Although it may still contain
some errors, we are confident on its accuracy. We think that
this dictionary could be an interesting resource for studies
about phonetics and phonology of Portuguese.

3.2 Graphoneme alignment

An important step for establishing the statistical model is
the alignment between graphemes and phonemes in the form
“1-01” (one grapheme leads to zero or one phoneme; see
Sect. 2.1).The option“1-01” was chosen from the beginning,
because we had identified only six cases where a grapheme
could originate more than one phoneme. Some cases had
the insertion of a yod in some words beginning with <ex-
>; others had the cases of non-common pronunciations such
as <põem>→/po∼i∼6∼i∼/ and <têm>→/t 6∼i∼6∼i∼/.
Defining symbols corresponding to more than one phoneme
solved this problem of phoneme insertion. The problem of
the phoneme deletions still remains, because there are always
graphemes that do not originate any phoneme.

The alignment between graphemes and phonemes was
then obtained using the known edit distance or Levenshtein
algorithm [22]. This required defining a distance between
each phoneme and grapheme. This distance or cost of associ-
ationwas defined using the log probability of this association,
which was estimated from an aligned dictionary.

4 Phonetic–phonological restrictions

Since the EP is a language with much phonological regular-
ity, we added to the G2P module some linguistic restrictions,
which were pertinent to convert graphemes into phonemes.
Before any regard on the linguistic rules, an aspect concern-
ing the phonetic/phonological binomial must be clarified.
While phonetics gives us the physical and articulatory prop-
erties of the sound pronounced (it means the surface struc-
ture), phonology studies the sound that has a given role in
the pronunciation (the underlying structure). However, any
methodological perspective concerning the speech transcrip-
tion links these two linguistic fields since it deals with the
inter-relationship between the units and its distinctive charac-
ter (phonemes) and the physical reality of those units (phones
and allophones) [11].

The studies on the G2P often alternate between the term
phone [8,24] and the term phoneme [2], without any clari-

fication on the perspective followed. We justify our option
to adopt the term phoneme mainly, because the procedure
to convert the letter into the sound brings us information
that derives from the structure of the language (such as both
left and right context which implies the choice of a single
unit excluding all other units available in the language). The
phoneme that corresponds to the grapheme is well accepted
as a class to which may group all allophonic realizations able
in EP (which could include all the multi pronunciations). We
also considered that the phoneme conversion corresponds to
the EP-standard. The phonological neutralization of oppo-
sitions is not described in this study and phonemes do not
represent any archiphonemes.

Algorithms have been constructed based on practical lin-
guistic rules, such as stressmarking of the vowel (the syllable
nuclei) of any singleword and by identifying short contexts in
which the correspondence between grapheme and phoneme
has a good stability.

4.1 Rules for stress assignment

Following the theoretical assumptions discussed in [21], we
adopted to mark all vowels, which are stressed (the sylla-
ble nuclei) within a word. The importance of the stressed
vowel (Vstressed) has been recognized in previous G2Pworks,
such as in [8]. Since the n-grams context is short and can-
not, most of the times, retain information about the sylla-
ble structure, marking the Vstressed improves the statistical
model by expressing graphoneme classes unequivocally. As
in [1], our proposal considered to mark the Vstressed (with
the symbol ’ ” ’) and did not require the identification of
the syllabic unit. However, the process of identifying the
Vstressed that is described in this study was achieved in a
very simple way. In the following Table 1, a set of rules
for stressing vowels is presented with examples. All con-
texts were considered, including those without a stressed
vowel, such as the prepositions <com>, <de>, <em>,
<sem>, <sob>, <do(s)>, <no(s)>; the personal pro-
nouns <me>, <te>, <se>, <nos>, <vos>, <lhe(s)>,
<o(s)>,<a(s)>, <lo(s)>, <no(s)>, <vo(s)>, <mo(s)>,
<to(s)>, <lho(s)>; the relative pronoun <que>; and the
conjunctions<e>,<nem>,<que>,<se>, which are often
added to a stressed nuclei within the prosodic unit.

A problem arises with words, which are morphologi-
cally derived, such as the adverbs ending in<mente>, espe-
cially when the adjectival form, from which they derive, has
a stress mark (e.g.<rápido>→<rapidamente>;<dócil>→
<docilmente>). The solution adopted was the following:
we implemented an algorithm that divides the word into two
parts, <ROOT> and <mente>. The <ROOT> part under-
takes a specific module, which compares it with a list of
graphematic patterns which have the Vstressed identified. This
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Table 1 Rules for stress assignment of the vowels (V)

Rules Example

1. If the word has a V with a graphic stress mark, Then V → Vstressed aux”ílio, an”álise, avaliaç”ão, ”às, s”ót”ão

2. If the word has not a graphic stress mark and ends in <a>, <e> or
<o> followed (or not) by<m|n|s>, Then prior V to<a>,<e> or
<o>→ Vstressed

c”arta, d”ançam, cont”ente(s), h”omem, h”omens, est”udo(s)

3. If the word has not a graphic stress mark and ends in C <l>, <r>,
<x> or<z>, Then the last V → Vstressed

defens”or, cant”ar, emit”ir, dev”er, can”al, pap”el, fun”il, telef”ax,
dupl”ex, cab”az, fel”iz, arr”oz

4. If the word has not a graphic stress mark and ends in V <i> or<u>,
followed (or not) by <m|n|s>, Then <i> or<u>→ Vstressed

delf”im, bot”ins, par”is, alg”um, com”uns, jes”us

5. If in 2, 3 and 4, the V <i> or<u>arepreceded by other V , Then
V → Vstressed

p”ai(s), r”ei(s), m”au(s), l”eu, decid”iu, c”aixa(s), ad”eus, p”eixe(s),
p”auta(s), l”ouça(s), natur”ais

6. If in 5 V <i> or<u>are followed by <ch>, <nh>, <m + C |#>
or<n + C >, Then <i> or<u>→ Vstressed

sandu”iche, vento”inha, amendo”im, co”imbra

method solved all the cases present in the dictionary of 40k
words.

This pre-processing module attributes a special symbol to
all stressed vowels generating a univocal graphoneme.

5 Model results

All experiments were based on the pronunciation dictionary
of 41,586 Portuguese words as described in Sect. 3.1. There
are two cases, corresponding to the dictionary with and with-
out stress marking.

To train and test the statistical model, each one of these
two dictionaries was partitioned into fivefold for a cross-
validation procedure. The initial dictionary is divided into
fivefold, each onewith 8,317 (20%) randomly chosenwords.
The words are mutually exclusive in each of the five folds.
Each fold is used to perform a training and a testing run. Final
results were obtained by evaluating the average of the five
partial results.

The performance of the G2P conversion system was
expressed in two average error rates (over the fivefold): aver-
age error rate of phonemes (PER) and average error rate of
words (WER). The following figures summarize the results
obtained using n-grams with n between 2 and 8.

As it can be seen in Fig. 1, the marking of the stressed
vowel contributed to a significant improvement in the system
performance. Note that, on the contrary to what we would
expect, the use of n-grams with large contexts (n greater
than 5) did not improve the system. The best results were
achieved with 5-grams, attaining 0.32 % of PER and 2.44 %
ofWER using stress marking. In fact, we observe an increase
in the error rates with contexts larger than 5-grams. This can
be explained by the lack of samples to estimate properly
the n-grams with large contexts. The optimal length of n-
grams was 5 in this case, but it depends on the size of the
training dictionary. For example, the optimal context for the
SpeechDat pronunciation vocabulary was n = 4.
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Fig. 1 Word and phoneme error rates (WER and PER) for the two
models.

We cannot compare directly our results with other sys-
tems’ for Portuguese, since the data or the systems are not
publicly available. However, the results presented here are
the best reported in similar works. For instance, in [7] a PER
of 99.11% is achieved in 1,000 sentences of CETEMPúblico
(8–12 words per sentence), but the total number of words is
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not reported. In [8] a WER of 3.94 % and a PER of 0.59 %
were indicated with 7-grams and with stress assignment. In
this work, it was already reported a significant performance
improvement with the stress assignment. The database has
more than 200k words automatically transcribed. In [2], a
value of performance of about 89 % is reported.

Although we cannot compare directly these results with
ours, we think that the joint-sequence model has achieved
very good results. In fact, by inspecting the test errors,
we observed that most of them resulted from uncommon
graphemepatterns or compoundwordswithout graphic stress
marks. The most frequent errors resulted from the ambigu-
ity of the pronunciation of the stressed<e> and<o>, since
they could be pronounced as /E/ vs. /e/ and /O/ vs. /o/ without
any systematic rule.

Other errors are due to themultiple pronunciations of some
homographic words. Although this kind of errors is not the
most frequent in the results presented here, cases of hetero-
phonic homographs are very important to consider. To solve
this problem of multiple pronunciations, we had to change
our G2P system to include additional information appended
to each pronunciation in the dictionary.

6 Heterophonic homographs

When two words have the same spelling but different pro-
nunciations, they are called heterophonic homographs. They
can belong to different PoS, such as in <dobro>, pro-
nounced as /dobru/ ‘double’ (noun) or as /dObru/ ‘fold’ (verb
in the 1st person of the present tense, indicative mood),
in <poça>, pronounced as /pOs6/ ‘puddle’ (noun) or as
/pos6/ ‘damn!’ (interjection), and in<esmero>, pronounced
as /@Smeru/ ‘care’ (noun) or as /@SmEru/ ‘I perfect’ (verb
in the 1st person of the present tense, indicative mood). Het-
erophonic homographs can also have the same PoS, such
as in <aposto>, pronounced as /6poStu/ ‘appended’ or as
/6pOStu/ ‘I bet’ (both verbs); in<travesso>, pronounced as
/tr6vesu/ ‘naughty’ or as /tr6vEsu/ ‘transverse’ (both adjec-
tives); and in<bola>, pronounced as /bol6/ ‘meat pie’ or as
/bOl6/ ‘ball’ (both nouns).

To deal with the problem of deciding what pronuncia-
tion the converter should present for a given heterophonic
homograph, we integrated into the G2P system a list of 591
homographs which contains 1,182 different pronunciations.3

The homographs were taken from several databases,
namely the CETEMPúblico, the Orthographical Vocabu-
lary of Portuguese4 and dictionaries for Portuguese avail-
able online5. Each homograph has associated both PoS cat-

3 See http://lsi.co.it.pt/spl/resources/dic_homografas_heterofonas.txt.
4 http://www.portaldalinguaportuguesa.org.
5 http://www.infopedia.pt/; http://www.priberam.pt/dlpo/.

egory and pronunciation form. We have focused on hetero-
phonic homographs which have the vowels <e> and the
<o>, since they could be pronounced, respectively, either as
/e/-/E/ or /o/-/O/ regardless of the phonological context. The
most frequent cases of heterophonic homographs exemplify
the multi-pronunciation of the vowel located in the stress
position; however, somepairswith the vowel located in a non-
stress position were found in the corpora, such in<pregar>
/pr@gar/ ‘to nail’ (verb) vs. /prEgar/ ‘to preach’ (verb) or
<pegada> /p@gad6/ ‘glued’ (verb, adjective) vs. /pEgad6/
‘footprint’ (noun).

Although the PoScategory is enough to clarify the pro-
nunciation of the most of homographs, there are some cases
of different pronunciations for the same PoS, as was already
observed in [34]. In our dictionary, the ambiguity of the pro-
nunciation remains in 228 homographs with the same PoS.
For this reason, we associated to a dictionary entry not only
thePoS, but also the indication of the alternative vowel sound.

In terms of implementation of a practical G2P system, an
off-line dictionary can be developed and incorporated in it.
In fact, our final system includes the developed dictionary
as an “exception list” using a hash table. Only the words
not included in the dictionary are converted by the statistical
model. This turns the G2P system with a very low latency,
since the vocabulary has the most frequent words. It is the
user responsibility to indicate the desired pronunciation with
PoS or/and the alternative vowel sound; otherwise a default
pronunciation is returned.

7 Conclusions and future work

The generation of a pronunciation dictionary for European
Portuguese is described in this work. The technique used for
the grapheme to phoneme conversion is based on a stochas-
tic model, the joint-sequence model, which uses the con-
cept of graphonemes and in which rules for stressed vowel
assignment were embedded. The vocabulary includes the
most frequent words that occur in Portuguese, as found in
the CETEMPúblico corpus. A list of about 600 homographic
words was also included, to disambiguate the cases of multi-
ple pronunciations occurring on Portuguese. The results pre-
sented here are the best reported in similar works, although
not directly comparable due to the use of different databases.

The G2P system is freely available on the website http://
lsi.co.it.pt/spl/ in the “resource” section, which contains the
models, dictionaries and the G2P module.

There is an ongoing study on the analysis of the phonolog-
ical behavior of the foreign words. Morphological informa-
tion in terms of masculine/feminine, singular/plural and the
inflection of the verbs can also be included in future devel-
opments. We also intend to enlarge the dictionary to other
varieties of Portuguese.
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